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Overview of threats: Surrey
• Current UK threat level is SEVERE (attack is highly likely)
• Islamist Extremism & international terrorist attacks
• Lone actors and Spontaneous volatile extremists
• Syria and Iraq travel and returnees

Surrey : Priority Themes and Areas by Division

North Surrey
- International terrorist attacks and impact on local communities (Jewish community).
- Low level activity relating to anti immigration or relating to groups aligned to right wing or far right wing views.

West Surrey
- Increase in referrals within Woking Borough compared to 2014 despite a well embedded Prevent strategy in the Borough.
- Community tensions relating to immigration and refugee resettlement
- Animal rights extremism aimed at specific locations
- Links to extremism and race/hate crimes.
- Engagement with diverse communities to manage any potential tensions.

East Surrey
- Engagement with diverse communities to manage any potential tensions.
- Community tensions relating to immigration and refugee resettlement.
- Community tensions relating to on shore oil and gas operations.
- Increase in Prevent referrals within Reigate and Banstead borough.
- Animal rights extremism linked to hunting and hunt saboteurs.

Emerging issues
- Increase in referrals relating to Syria compared to 2014.
- Increasing numbers of female referrals to Prevent.
- Volume of XRW Prevent referrals increased.
- Supplementary Education and impact on Prevent.
- Embedding Prevent within mainstream safeguarding.
- Links with Prevent referrals and other safeguarding concerns.

Recommendations have been identified by the Surrey Prevent Partnership Board which include recommendations linked to offering support to those travelling to international war zones, challenging the online narrative of extremist organisations, understanding local communities and monitoring any community tensions to prevent extremist ideologies from taking root. More information can be obtained via the local authority and Surrey Police Prevent Leads.